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Abstract

The use of error-correcting codes for tight control of the peak-to-mean envelope power ratio

(PMEPR) in orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) transmission is considered in this

correspondence. By generalizing a result by Paterson, it is shown that eachq-phase (q is even) sequence

of length 2m lies in a complementary set of size2k+1, wherek is a nonnegative integer that can be

easily determined from the generalized Boolean function associated with the sequence. For smallk

this result provides a reasonably tight bound for the PMEPR ofq-phase sequences of length2m. A

new 2h-ary generalization of the classical Reed–Muller code is then used together with the result on

complementary sets to derive flexible OFDM coding schemes with low PMEPR. These codes include

the codes developed by Davis and Jedwab as a special case. In certain situations the codes in the present

correspondence are similar to Paterson’s code constructions and often outperform them.

Index Terms

Code, complementary, correlation, Golay, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM),

peak-to-mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR), Reed–Muller, sequence, set

I. I NTRODUCTION

In some applications the advantages of the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)

modulation technique are outweighed by the typically high peak-to-mean envelope power ratio

(PMEPR) of uncoded OFDM signals. Among various approaches to solve this power-control

issue, the use of block coding across the subcarriers [8], [7] is one of the more promising

concepts [13]. Here the goal is to design error-correcting codes that contain only codewords

with low PMEPR.

Sequences lying incomplementary pairs[5], also calledGolay sequences, are known to have

PMEPR at most2 in q-ary phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation [14]. In [4] Davis and Jedwab

developed a powerful theory linking Golay sequences with generalized Reed–Muller codes. More
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specifically, it was shown that a family of binary Golay sequences of length2m organizes inm!/2

cosets ofRM2(1,m) insideRM2(2,m), whereRM2(r,m) is the Reed–Muller code of orderr

and length2m [9]. Similarly for h > 1 [4] identifiesm!/2 cosets ofRM2h(1,m) comprised

of polyphase Golay sequences insideZRM2h(2,m). Here RM2h(r,m) and ZRM2h(r,m) are

generalizations of the classical Reed–Muller code over2h-ary alphabets. For smallm, saym ≤ 5,

the union of these cosets yields powerful code with good error-correcting properties and strictly

bounded PMEPR.

However the rate of this code rapidly tends to zero when the block length increases. Therefore

Davis and Jedwab proposed [4] to include further cosets ofRM2h(1,m) in order to increase

the code rate at the cost of a slightly larger PMEPR. While in [4] such cosets have been

identified with an exhaustive search, a more sophisticated theory was developed by Paterson in

[12]; it was shown that each coset ofRM2h(1,m) inside RM2h(2,m) can be partitioned into

complementary setsof size2k+1, wherek is a nonnegative integer that can be easily determined

from a representative of the coset. Since the PMEPR of each sequence lying in a complementary

set of sizeN has PMEPR at mostN , [12] provides an upper bound on the PMEPR of arbitrary

second-order cosets ofRM2h(1,m). This result was then exploited in various ways to obtain

coding schemes for OFDM, which extend those proposed in [4].

Several further constructions linking complementary sets and Reed–Muller codes have been

described in [16], [11], [2]. Although these results often provide better upper bounds on the

PMEPR than the work in [12], it seems difficult to use them to derive practicable coding schemes

for OFDM.

In this correspondence we generalize the results from [12]. We will establish a construction

of sequences that are contained in higher-order generalized Reed–Muller codes and lie in com-

plementary sets of a given size. It appears that [12, Theorem 12] is a special case of this result.

We will then relate this construction to a new generalization of the classical Reed–Muller code,

which we call theeffective-degree Reed–Muller code. In this way, we derive a number of new

flexible OFDM coding schemes with low PMEPR. In contrast to the work in [12], all these

codes arise in a uniform way from a general framework. Moreover they often outperform the

coding options presented in [12]. The proposed codes are unions of cosets of a linear code over

Z2h that contains in general more codewords thanRM2h(1,m), although this linear code itself

is a union of cosets ofRM2h(1,m). Compared to the approaches in [4] and [12], this makes

our codes more amenable to efficient encoding and decoding algorithms.

The remainder of this correspondence is organized as follows. In the next section we describe

a simplified OFDM model, establish our main notation (which essentially follows that in [12]),

and present some known results from [12]. Section III contains our results on complementary
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sets. In Section IV we introduce the effective-degree Reed–Muller code and derive OFDM codes

with low PMEPR. We close with a discussion in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. The OFDM Coding Problem

We consider an OFDM system withn subcarriers. The transmitted OFDM signal corresponding

to the codewordC = (C0, C1, . . . , Cn−1) ∈ Cn is the real part of thecomplex envelope, which

can be written as

S(C)(θ) =
n−1∑
i=0

Ci e
√
−12π(i+ζ)θ, 0 ≤ θ < 1,

whereζ is a positive constant. In the following it is assumed that the elements ofC are taken

from a q-ary PSK constellation, i.e.,Ci = ξci with ξ = e
√
−12π/q and ci ∈ Zq. Then C is a

polyphase sequence. This assumption together with Parseval’s identity implies that the complex

envelope has mean power equal ton. The PMEPR of the codewordC (or of the corresponding

complex envelope) is then defined to be

PMEPR(C) ,
1

n
sup

0≤θ<1
|S(C)(θ)|2.

The PMEPR is always less than or equal ton, where the maximum occurs, for example, ifC

is the all-one word. We aim at constructing codesC that have error-correcting capabilities and

for which the value

max
C∈C

PMEPR(C)

is substantially lower thann.

B. Aperiodic Correlations and Complementary Sets

Given two complex-valued sequencesA = (A0, A1 . . . , An−1) and B = (B0, B1 . . . , Bn−1)

of lengthn, their aperiodic cross-correlationat a displacement̀∈ Z is defined to be

C(A,B)(`) ,



n−`−1∑
i=0

Ai+`B
∗
i 0 ≤ ` < n

n+`−1∑
i=0

AiB
∗
i−` −n < ` < 0

0 otherwise,

where(.)∗ denotes complex conjugation. Theaperiodic auto-correlationof A at a displacement

` ∈ Z is defined as

A(A)(`) , C(A,A)(`).
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Definition 1: A set ofN sequences{A0,A1, . . . ,AN−1} is a complementary set of sizeN if

N−1∑
i=0

A(Ai)(`) = 0 for each ` 6= 0.

If N = 2, the set is called acomplementary pair(or Golay complementary pair) [5] and the

sequences thereinGolay sequences.

Golay sequences have found applications in many different areas of signal processing. The

work of Popovíc [14], where it was essentially proved that polyphase Golay sequences have

PMEPR at most2, motivated the use of such sequences as codewords in OFDM [18], [17], [10],

[4]. Paterson [12] generalized these results by proving:

Theorem 2 ([12]): Each polyphase sequence lying in a complementary set of sizeN has

PMEPR at mostN .

C. Generalized Boolean Functions, Associated Sequences and their Correlations

A generalized Boolean functionf is defined as a mappingf : {0, 1}m → Zq. Such a function

can be written uniquely in the polynomial form

f(x0, x1, . . . , xm−1) =
∑

i∈{0,1}m

ci

m−1∏
α=0

xiα
α , ci ∈ Zq,

called thealgebraic normal formof f . Sometimes we writef in place off(x0, x1, . . . , xm−1).

If ci = 1 for exactly onei and zero otherwise, thenf is called amonomial. Let deg(f) denote

the algebraic degree off .

A generalized Boolean function may be equally represented by sequences of length2m.

Therefore suppose0 ≤ i < 2m has binary expansion(i0, i1, . . . , im−1) such thati =
∑m−1

α=0 iα2α

and iα ∈ {0, 1}, and writefi = f(i0, i1, . . . , im−1). We define

ψ(f) , (f0, f1, . . . , f2m−1)

as theZq-valued sequence associated withf and

Ψ(f) , (ξf0 , ξf1 , . . . , ξf2m−1)

as thepolyphase sequence associated withf , whereξ = e
√
−12π/q.

In what follows we recall the technique of restricting generalized Boolean functions and

their associated polyphase sequences. This technique was introduced in [12] in order to expand

aperiodic correlations, as we shall see in Lemma 3.

Suppose thatf : {0, 1}m → Zq is a generalized Boolean function in the variablesx0, x1, . . . , xm−1,

and letF = Ψ(f). Let a list of k indices be given by0 ≤ j0 < j1 < · · · < jk−1 < m, and
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write x = (xj0 , xj1 , . . . , xjk−1
). Let d = (d0, d1, . . . , dk−1) be a binary word of lengthk, and

let (i0, i1, . . . , im−1) be the binary expansion of0 ≤ i < 2m. The restricted sequenceF |x=d

is a sequence of length2m that coincides withF at the positionsi where ijα = dα for each

0 ≤ α < k. OtherwiseF |x=d is equal to zero. Fork = 0 we defineF |x=d , F .

A sequence that is restricted ink variables comprises2m−2m−k zero entries and2m−k nonzero

entries. Those nonzero entries are determined by a function, which is denoted asf |x=d and

called arestricted generalized Boolean function. This function is a generalized Boolean function

in m− k variables and is obtained by replacing the variablesxjα by dα for all 0 ≤ α < k in the

algebraic normal form off . The restricted sequenceF |x=d is then recovered by associating a

polyphase sequence of length2m−k with f |x=d and inserting2m−2m−k zeros at the corresponding

positions. Similarly to a disjunctive normal form of a Boolean function [9], the original function

f can be reconstructed from the functionsf |x=d by

f =
∑

d∈{0,1}k

f |x=d

k−1∏
α=0

xdα
jα

(1− xjα)(1−dα).

Lemma 3 ([12]): Suppose thatf : {0, 1}m → Zq is a generalized Boolean function, and

let F = Ψ(f). Let 0 ≤ j0 < j1 < · · · < jk−1 < m be a list of k indices. Writex =

(xj0 , xj1 , . . . , xjk−1
), and letd,d1,d2 ∈ {0, 1}k. Then we have

A(F )(`) =
∑

d

A(F |x=d)(`) +
∑

d1 6=d2

C(F |x=d1 ,F |x=d2)(`).

D. A Known Construction of Complementary Pairs

Next we recall a construction of complementary pairs from [12]. A quadratic polynomialf

over Zq in the {0, 1}-valued variablesxi0 , xi1 , . . . , xim−1 is generally given by

f(xi0 , . . . , xim−1) =
∑

0≤j<k<m

bjkxijxik + a(xi0 , . . . , xim−1),

wherebjk ∈ Zq anda is an affine form overZq. With each such a polynomial one can associate

a labeled graph, denoted byG(f). The vertices of this graph are labeled withi0, i1, . . . , im−1,

and the edge between vertexij and vertexik is labeled withbjk.

Such a graph is called apath in m vertices if q is even andm = 1 (then the graph consists

of a single vertex) or ifq is even,m ≥ 2, andf is of the form

f(xi0 , . . . , xim−1) =
q

2

m−2∑
α=0

xiπ(α)
xiπ(α+1)

+ a(xi0 , . . . , xim−1),

where π is a permutation of{0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}. The indicesiπ(0) and iπ(m−1) are calledend

verticesof the path. If the path consists of a single vertex, this vertex is called an end vertex as

well.
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We are now in a position to quote:

Theorem 4 ([12]): Supposem > k. Let 0 ≤ j0 < j1 < · · · < jk−1 < m be a list ofk indices,

write x = (xj0 , xj1 , . . . , xjk−1
), and letd ∈ {0, 1}k. Supposef : {0, 1}m → Zq is a generalized

Boolean function such thatf |x=d is quadratic andG(f |x=d) is a path inm− k vertices. Write

F = Ψ(f) andF ′ = Ψ(f + (q/2)xa + c′). ThenF |x=d andF ′|x=d form a complementary pair.

Here,a is an end vertex of the pathG(f |x=d) andc′ ∈ Zq.

In particular, if k = 0, the preceding theorem identifies(m!/2)qm+1 polyphase sequences

lying in complementary pairs [12, Corollary 11], which generalizes the original result by Davis

and Jedwab [4, Theorem 3] fromq being a power of2 to evenq.

III. A C ONSTRUCTION OFCOMPLEMENTARY SETS

In what follows we prove that each polyphase sequence of length2m lies in a complemen-

tary set, whose size can be easily determined by inspecting the generalized Boolean function

associated with the sequence.

Theorem 5:Supposem > k. Let 0 ≤ j0 < j1 < · · · < jk−1 < m be a list ofk indices, and

write x = (xj0 , xj1 , . . . , xjk−1
). Let f : {0, 1}m → Zq be a generalized Boolean function such

that for eachd ∈ {0, 1}k the restricted functionf |x=d is quadratic andG(f |x=d) is a path in

m− k vertices. ThenΨ(f) lies in a complementary set of size2k+1, and the PMEPR ofΨ(f)

is at most2k+1.

Proof: Write d = (d0, d1, . . . , dk−1) andc = (c0, c1, . . . , ck−1). Define

F cc′ = Ψ

(
f +

q

2

k−1∑
α=0

cα xjα +
q

2
c′ e

)
,

wherec ∈ {0, 1}k, c′ ∈ {0, 1},

e =
∑

d∈{0,1}k

xad

k−1∏
α=0

xdα
jα

(1− xjα)(1−dα),

andad is an end vertex of the pathG(f |x=d). We claim that the set{
F cc′ | c ∈ {0, 1}k, c′ ∈ {0, 1}

}
,

which containsΨ(f), is a complementary set of size2k+1. To prove this, it has to be shown that

the sum of auto-correlations
∑

c, c′ A (F cc′) (`) is zero for each̀ 6= 0. We employ Lemma 3 and

write ∑
c, c′

A(F cc′)(`) = S1 + S2,
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where

S1 =
∑
c, c′

∑
d

A(F cc′|x=d)(`)

S2 =
∑
c, c′

∑
d1 6=d2

C(F cc′|x=d1 ,F cc′|x=d2)(`).

We first focus on the termS1, which can be written as

S1 =
∑

c

∑
d

[A(F c0|x=d)(`) + A(F c1|x=d)(`)] .

Note thate|x=d = xad
. Thus the restricted functions corresponding toF c0|x=d andF c1|x=d are

of the form

f |x=d +
q

2

k−1∑
α=0

cα dα

f |x=d +
q

2

k−1∑
α=0

cα dα +
q

2
xad

,

respectively. Notice that the term containing the sum overα is a constant occurring in both

functions. Hence, by hypothesis and by Theorem 4,F c0|x=d andF c1|x=d form a complementary

pair. It follows that the inner term ofS1 is zero for each̀ 6= 0. Thus alsoS1 itself is zero for

each` 6= 0.

It remains to show that the sumS2 is zero. This part of the proof follows more or less the

same reasoning as the second part of the proof of [12, Theorem 12].

We have a number of notes on Theorem 5. Ifk = 0, Theorem 5 applies to(m!/2)qm+1

polyphase sequences lying in complementary pairs. These are exactly those identified by setting

k = 0 in Theorem 4. Fork > 0 Theorem 5 essentially generalizes [12, Theorem 12]; iff is

constrained to be a quadratic generalized Boolean function, then Theorem 5 virtually reduces to

[12, Theorem 12].

The proof of Theorem 5 shows that the sequenceΨ(f) lies in a complementary set that can be

decomposed into2k complementary pairs identified by Theorem 4. By reversing this process, the

sequenceΨ(f) can be constructed by interleaving2k Golay sequences from Theorem 4. However

the sole application of such an interleaving method would not directly admit the construction of

sequences corresponding to generalized Boolean functions of a specific degree, which will be

required to derive flexible coding schemes in the next section.

We also remark that it cannot be expected that Theorem 5 provides tight PMEPR bounds for

each individual sequence, especially whenk is large. Indeed [16] (in particular [16, Theorem 3.6])

and the recent work [2] contain significant improvements of Theorem 5 in certain situations.
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However it seems difficult to exploit these results to derive coding schemes that admit efficient

encoding and decoding.

In summary, the usefulness of Theorem 5 lies in the fact that it provides a relatively simple

method to identify sets of sequences that correspond to generalized Boolean functions of a given

(preferably low) degree and whose PMEPR is bounded above by a given power of2.

We close this section with an example for the application of Theorem 5.

Example 6:We takeq = 2 andm = 4. Let f : {0, 1}4 → Z2 be given by

f(x0, x1, x2, x3) = x0x1x2 + x0x1x3 + x0x2 + x1x3 + x2x3.

By restrictingf in x0 (i.e., x = (x0)), we obtain the two restricted functions

f |x0=0 = x1x3 + x2x3

f |x0=1 = x1x2 + x2x3 + x2,

which are quadratic and their associated graphs are paths in3 vertices. Hence, by Theorem 5,

the PMEPR ofΨ(f) is at most 4. By direct computation it can be observed that the true PMEPR

of Ψ(f) is approximately3.32.

IV. OFDM CODES WITH LOW PMEPR

A. The Effective-Degree Reed–Muller Code

A code of lengthn over the ringZ2h is linear if it is a submodule ofZn
2h. A coset of a linear

codeC ⊆ Zn
2h is defined to be{a + c | c ∈ C}, wherea ∈ Zn

2h is a representative of this coset.

Despite the fact that a linear codeC defined over a ring does not necessarily have a basis, one

can associate a generator matrix withC such that the codewords ofC are all distinctZ2h-linear

combinations of the rows of this matrix. For background on linear codes over rings we refer to

[6] and [1].

In what follows we generalize the classical Reed–Muller codes [9] to linear codes overZ2h.

We begin with defining the effective degree of a generalized Boolean function.

Definition 7: Let f : {0, 1}m → Z2h be a generalized Boolean function. We define theeffective

degree off to be

max
0≤i<h

[
deg

(
f mod 2i+1

)
− i
]
.

For instance, the functionf : {0, 1}3 → Z8 given byf = 4x0x1x2 + x1 has effective degree

equal to1. Now let F(r,m, h) be the set of all generalized Boolean functions{0, 1}m → Z2h

of effective degree at mostr. A simple counting argument leads to

log2

∣∣F(r,m, h)
∣∣ =

r∑
i=0

h

(
m

i

)
+

h−1∑
i=1

(h− i)

(
m

r + i

)
. (1)
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Definition 8: For 0 ≤ r ≤ m we define theeffective-degree Reed–Muller codeas

ERM(r,m, h) , {ψ(f) | f ∈ F(r,m, h)} .

It follows that ERM(r,m, h) is a linear code overZ2h and, since the effective degree and

the algebraic degree coincide forh = 1, ERM(r,m, 1) is the classical Reed–Muller code [9].

A generator matrix forERM(r,m, h) has rows corresponding to the words associated with

monomials in the variablesx0, x1, . . . , xm−1 of degree at mostr together with2i times the

monomials of degreer + i, where i = 1, . . . , h − 1. For example a generator matrix for

ERM(0, 3, 3) is given by: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2

0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2

0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4



1

2x0

2x1

2x2

4x0x1

4x0x2

4x1x2.

Now let a = (a0, a1, . . . , an−1) be a word with elements inZ2h. The Lee weight ofa is defined

to be

wtL(a) ,
n−1∑
i=0

min{ai, 2
h − ai},

and its squared Euclidean weight (when the entries ofa are mapped onto a2h-ary PSK

constellation) is given by

wt2
E(a) ,

n−1∑
i=0

|ξai − 1|2 ,

where ξ = e
√
−12π/2h

. Let dL(a, b) , wtL(a − b) and d2
E(a, b) , wt2

E(a − b) be the Lee

and squared Euclidean distance betweena, b ∈ Zn
2h, respectively. We shall use the standard

notationdL(C) andd2
E(C) to refer to the respective minimum distances (taken over all distinct

codewords) of a codeC ⊆ Zn
2h. The minimum squared Euclidean distance of a code essentially

determines the performance of the code when employed for transmission over a white Gaussian

noise channel at high signal-to-noise ratios.

Theorem 9:We have

dL(ERM(r,m, h)) = 2m−r

d2
E(ERM(r,m, h)) = 2m−r+2 sin2

( π
2h

)
.
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Proof: SinceERM(r,m, h) is linear, its minimum Lee distance is equal to the minimum

Lee weight of the nonzero codewords. We shall first find a lower bound for the minimum Lee

weight. It is then shown at the end of the proof that this bound is tight. SinceERM(r,m, 1)

is the classical Reed–Muller code, the theorem holds forh = 1 (cf. [9]). This case serves as

the anchor for the following induction. Leta = (a0, a1, . . . , an−1) be a nonzero codeword in

ERM(r,m, h). For h > 1 let bi = ai (mod 2h−1). Thenb = (b0, b1, . . . , bn−1) is a codeword in

ERM(r,m, h − 1). Sinceai ∈ {bi, bi + 2h−1}, it holds min{ai, 2
h − ai} ≥ min{bi, 2h−1 − bi},

and therefore,wtL(a) ≥ wtL(b) ≥ 2m−r, by induction onh.

Now let us prove a lower bound on the minimum squared Euclidean distance. Again we

have to find the minimum ofwt2
E(a) taken over all nonzero wordsa ∈ ERM(r,m, h). For any

u ∈ Z2h we have

|ξu − 1|2 = 4 sin2
(
u
π

2h

)
= 4 sin2

(
wtL(u)

π

2h

)
.

For 1 ≤ w ≤ 2h−1 it can be shown that

sin2
(
w
π

2h

)
≥ w sin2

( π
2h

)
.

Let Na(w) denote the number of entries ina with Lee weight equal tow. Indeed

wt2
E(a) = 4

2h−1∑
w=1

Na(w) sin2
(
w
π

2h

)

≥ 4 sin2
( π

2h

) 2h−1∑
w=1

wNa(w) (2)

= 4 sin2
( π

2h

)
wtL(a).

It remains to exhibit a codeword inERM(r,m, h), for which the lower bounds are tight. Such

a word is, for example, the word associated with the monomialx0 x1 · · ·xr. This word has Lee

weight 2m−r, and since it only contains zeros and ones, equality holds in (2).

Next we relateERM(r,m, h) to the codesRM2h(r,m) andZRM2h(r,m) given in [4]. These

codes also generalize the binary Reed–Muller code to linear codes overZ2h. We have

RM2h(r,m) ⊆ ERM(r,m, h),

where the inclusion is proper ifh > 1 and r < m. Hence forh > 1 and r < m the code

ERM(r,m, h) contains more codewords thanRM2h(r,m), while both codes have minimum Lee

distance equal to2m−r. For h ≥ 2

ZRM2h(r + 1,m) ⊆ ERM(r,m, h),
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which is a proper inclusion ifh > 2 and r < m − 1. Hence forh > 2 and r < m − 1 the

codeERM(r,m, h) contains more codewords thanZRM2h(r+ 1,m), while their minimum Lee

distances are equal to2m−r.

B. OFDM Code Constructions

We begin with defining a linear code overZ2h.

Definition 10: For 0 ≤ k < m, 0 ≤ r ≤ k + 1, andh ≥ 1 we define the codeA(k, r,m, h)

to be the set of words corresponding to the set of polynomials{
m−k−1∑

i=0

xαgi(xm−k, . . . , xm−1) + g(xm−k, . . . , xm−1)

∣∣∣∣
g0, . . . , gm−k−1 ∈ F(r − 1, k, h), g ∈ F(r, k, h)

}
.

Notice thatA(0, 1,m, h) is equal to the generalized first-order Reed–Muller codeRM2h(1,m),

described in [4]. It follows from Definition 10 thatA(k, r,m, h) is a linear code overZ2h.

Moreover

A(k, r,m, h) ⊆ ERM(r,m, h),

and therefore, the minimum distances ofA(k, r,m, h) can be lower-bounded with Theorem 9.

We remark that, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 9, a particular word inA(k, r,m, h) can

be identified showing that the lower bounds are in fact tight. The number of codewords in

A(k, r,m, h) is equal to2s, where

s = (m− k) · log2

∣∣F(r − 1, k, h)
∣∣+ log2

∣∣F(r, k, h)
∣∣, (3)

which can be computed with (1).

As an example considerA(1, 0, 3, 3). This code is a linear subcode ofERM(0, 3, 3) and has

a generator matrix: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2

0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2

0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4



1

2x0

2x1

2x2

4x0x2

4x1x2.

Now let R(k,m, h) be the set of words associated with the following polynomials overZ2h

2h−1
∑

d∈{0,1}k

m−k−2∑
i=0

xπd(i)xπd(i+1)

k−1∏
j=0

x
dj

m−k+j(1− xm−k+j)
(1−dj),
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whered = (d0, d1, . . . , dk−1) andπd are2k permutations of{0, 1, . . . ,m− k − 1}.
Corollary 11: The corresponding polyphase words in the cosets ofA(k, r,m, h) with coset

representatives inR(k,m, h) have PMEPR at most2k+1.

Proof: The corollary is a consequence of Theorem 5 and the following observations. By

restricting any function corresponding to a word inA(k, r,m, h) in the variablesxm−k, . . . , xm−1,

we obtain an affine function, and by restricting any function associated with a word inR(k,m, h)

in the same variables, we obtain a quadratic polynomial, whose graph is a path of lengthm−k.

We are now in a position to construct a simple code.

Construction 12:Take a single coset ofA(k, r,m, h) that contains a word inR(k,m, h). The

polyphase versions of the words in this code have PMEPR at most2k+1. The code has minimum

Lee and squared Euclidean distance equal to2m−r and 2m−r+2 sin2
(

π
2h

)
, respectively, and the

number of encoded bits per codeword is equal tos = log2 |A(k, r,m, h)|, which is given in (3).

In order to obtain a more elaborate code construction, we prove:

Lemma 13:For m− k > 1 andr > 2− h the setR(k,m, h) contains[
(m− k)!

2

]2min{r+h−3,k}

(4)

words corresponding to a generalized Boolean function of effective degree at mostr.

Proof: The setR(k,m, h) contains exactly[(m−k)!/2]2
k

words, all having effective degree

at mostk+3−h. Hence the lemma is true forr ≥ k+3−h. It is also clear that the expression

in (IV-B) has algebraic degree at least2, so the effective degree is at least3− h. Now suppose

that 3− h ≤ r < k + 3− h, and write` = r + h− 3, where0 ≤ ` < k. By factoring out terms

in the outer sum in (IV-B), it can be verified that, if

π(d0,...,d`−1, d`,...,dk−1) = π(d0,...,d`−1, 1−d`,...,1−dk−1),

then (IV-B) is independent of the variablesxm−k+`, . . . , xm−1 and, therefore, has effective degree

at mostr = ` + 3 − h. This leaves the choice of2` = 2r+h−3 permutations of the symbols

{0, 1, . . . ,m − k − 1} that are distinct under reversal (e.g., all permutations satisfyingπ(0) <

π(m − k − 1)) to obtain distinct words inR(k,m, h) with effective degree at most̀+ 3 − h.

This leads in total to the number given in (4).

Construction 14:Supposem − k > 1. Let 2 ≤ r ≤ k + 2 whenh = 1 and 1 ≤ r ≤ k + 1

whenh > 1. Write r′ = min{r, k+ 1}. Let 2t be the largest power of2 not exceeding (4). Now

take the union of2t distinct cosets ofA(k, r′,m, h), each containing a word inR(k,m, h) with

effective degree at mostr. The PMEPR of the corresponding polyphase words in this code is

at most2k+1, and one can encodes + t bits, wheres = log2 |A(k, r′,m, h)|. Since the code is
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a subcode ofERM(r,m, h), its minimum Lee and squared Euclidean distance is at least2m−r

and2m−r+2 sin2
(

π
2h

)
, respectively. These are tight bounds ifr = r′.

We remark that, whenk = 0, Construction 14 essentially restates the construction by Davis

and Jedwab [4]. A list of coding options having PMEPR at most 4 and at most 8 is compiled in

Tables I and II, respectively. The quantitiesdL andd2
E indicate lower bounds for the minimum

Lee and the minimum squared Euclidean distance of the codes, respectively. The code with rate

R1 = s/2m is obtained with Construction 12, and the code with rateR2 = (s + t)/2m arises

from Construction 14. Notice that our definition of the code rate differs from the common one

log2h |C|/2m. The present definition has the advantage that it allows a fair comparison of codes

over different alphabets on the basis of code rate and minimum squared Euclidean distance.

Finally, we wish to sketch how the proposed codes can be generally encoded and decoded.

Encoding of the codeA is straightforward by using a generator matrix forA. Encoding of a

union of cosets ofA can be performed by using the information symbols partly to encode a word

from A and partly to select a coset representative from a stored list. For decoding one needs to

have an efficient algorithm to decode the linear codeA. This already provides a decoder for the

codes from Construction 12. Then codes from Construction 14 can be decoded by applying the

supercode decoding method, as described in [3] and [4]. Such a concept involves subtracting all

possible coset representatives from the received word in turn, and passing the resulting words to

a decoder for the codeA. Among those decoder outputs the word that is closest to the received

word determines the final decoding result.

V. D ISCUSSION ANDRELATIONS TO PREVIOUS CONSTRUCTIONS

It can be observed that QPSK (quaternary PSK) codes are always better than BPSK (binary

PSK) codes, i.e., we can always construct a QPSK code with higher code rate and the same

minimum Euclidean distance as a BPSK code. By moving to larger alphabets, the code rate can

be increased further, but only at the cost of a smaller minimum Euclidean distance.

It should be noted that Corollary 11 and the arising code constructions do not exploit Theo-

rem 5 in the most general way. The generalized Boolean functions corresponding to the words

in the cosets identified in Corollary 11 are characterized by the property that by restricting the

functions in the variablesxm−k, . . . , xm−1, we obtain quadratic functions whose graphs are paths

in the vertices0, . . . ,m−k−1. In order to increase the size of the codes in Constructions 12 and

14, we can, according to Theorem 5, apply any permutation to them variables in the functions

corresponding to the codewords (instead of only to a fixed set ofm−k variables). This, however,

has the unwanted effect that some codewords are generated more than once. Such an approach,

coupled with rather complicated techniques to remove multiple codewords, has been used in [12],
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TABLE I

CODING OPTIONS WITH PMEPRAT MOST 4

m h r s t R1 R2 dL d2
E

4 1 2 8 1 0.50 0.56 4 16.00

3 8 3 — 0.69 2 8.00

2 1 13 1 0.81 0.88 8 16.00

2 16 3 1.00 1.19 4 8.00

3 1 21 3 1.31 1.50 8 4.69

2 24 3 1.50 1.69 4 2.34

5 1 2 10 3 0.31 0.41 8 32.00

3 10 7 — 0.53 4 16.00

2 1 16 3 0.50 0.59 16 32.00

2 20 7 0.63 0.84 8 16.00

3 1 26 7 0.81 1.03 16 9.37

2 30 7 0.94 1.16 8 4.69

6 1 2 12 5 0.19 0.27 16 64.00

3 12 11 — 0.36 8 32.00

2 1 19 5 0.30 0.38 32 64.00

2 24 11 0.38 0.55 16 32.00

3 1 31 11 0.48 0.66 32 18.75

2 36 11 0.56 0.73 16 9.37

where the functions are constrained to have quadratic degree. Our approach has the advantage

that these difficulties are avoided. Moreover, compared to the concept in [12], it allows us to

construct our codes as unions of relatively few cosets of a relatively large linear code, which

presumably simplifies the decoding process. The penalty of this simplification is a loss of at

most log2

(
m
k

)
encodable information bits (since, instead of

(
m
k

)
possible index sets, we choose

just one set ofm− k indices that form the vertices of the paths in the graphs of the restricted

functions). This loss is moderate for typical choices ofm andk.

Finally we wish to compare the codes arising from Construction 14 with those in [4] and

[12]. The codes in the latter references are contained inRM2h(2,m) or ZRM2h(2,m), which

ensures a minimum Lee distance of at least2m−2 or 2m−1, respectively. So we compare these

codes with codes arising from Construction 14 having the same lower bound on the minimum

Lee distance, i.e., we letr ∈ {1, 2}. Also we letk = 1, which covers the majority of the codes

in [4] and [12] having PMEPR greater than2.

For h = 1, r = 2, andm ≥ 3 the code from Construction 14 can be used to encode

blog2(m− 1)!c+ 2m− 1

bits. This yields 13 and 17 bits form = 5 andm = 6, respectively. These values should be
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TABLE II

CODING OPTIONS WITH PMEPRAT MOST 8

m h r s t R1 R2 dL d2
E

5 1 2 13 1 0.41 0.44 8 32.00

3 16 3 0.50 0.59 4 16.00

4 16 6 — 0.69 2 8.00

2 1 19 1 0.59 0.63 16 32.00

2 29 3 0.91 1.00 8 16.00

3 32 6 1.00 1.19 4 8.00

3 1 35 3 1.09 1.19 16 9.37

2 45 6 1.41 1.59 8 4.69

3 48 6 1.50 1.69 4 2.34

6 1 2 16 3 0.25 0.30 16 64.00

3 20 7 0.31 0.42 8 32.00

4 20 14 — 0.53 4 16.00

2 1 23 3 0.36 0.41 32 64.00

2 36 7 0.56 0.67 16 32.00

3 40 14 0.63 0.84 8 16.00

3 1 43 7 0.67 0.78 32 18.75

2 56 14 0.88 1.09 16 9.37

3 60 14 0.94 1.16 8 4.69

compared with 11 and 17 bits in [12, Table I], which suggests that forh = 1 and for smallm our

construction is slightly stronger than that in [12]. However forh = 1 andm ≥ 8 it was stated in

[12] that the number of encoded bits of the codes in [12] is equal toblog2m!c+2m− 2. Hence

for largem the binary code from [12] allows to encode eitherblog2mc or blog2mc − 1 bits

more than a comparable code arising from Construction 14. We arrive at a similar conclusion

for h = 2 andr = 1. Form ≥ 3 we can encode

blog2(m− 1)!c+ 3m

bits, which is, compared to a code in [12] with the same minimum distance, slightly larger for

smallm and is eitherblog2mc or blog2mc − 1 bits less form ≥ 8.

For h ≥ 2, r = 2, andm ≥ 3 Construction 14 yields a code, which can be used to encode

b2 · log2(m− 1)!c+ 2hm− 2

bits. Whenm ≥ 4, the number of encoded bits for a comparable code in [12] is equal to

blog2m!c+ 2hm− 2. This is blog2m!− 2 · log2mc or blog2m!− 2 · log2mc+ 1 bits less than

the code from Construction 14. Similar results can be established forh > 2 andr = 1.
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In summary, except for largem in the cases(h, r) = (1, 2) and(h, r) = (2, 1), the codes from

Construction 14 outperform coding schemes proposed proposed in [12].

Based on exhaustive computational search, [4] reports codes that outperform the codes given

in the first and the third row of Table I by one encoded information bit and the codes in the

seventh and ninth row of Table I by two encoded information bits. These observations can be

partly explained using a variety of individual theorems from [15], [12], [16], [2] and show that

stronger constructions are possible in some situations. However the description of such codes

(and therefore encoding and decoding) tends to be unwieldy.
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